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occur. The mental slate is extremely trying to other members of the
household and causes them in turn to be irritable and impatient, so that
they aggravate the menial condition of the patient. Acute mental
disease, usually maniacal but sometimes depressive in type, is rare but
constitutes one of the serious complications.
imv of
weight
The weight of the patient and the direction and rate of change in
weight are valuable guides to the severity of the disease and to its
activity. So long as loss of body-weight continues the disease is active,
and cessation of loss and beginning of gain are indications of remission.
Weighing the patient at weekly intervals is perhaps the best clinical
method of measuring the activity of the process. In severe cases the loss
of weight is rapid and striking, and many pounds of weight are lost in
the course of a few months, the patient being reduced to an appearance
of skin and bones. The basal metabolic rate is discussed on page 617.
Paticnta who
ifa not hsc
weight
Some patients with moderate or slight enlargement of the thyroid
gland, mental and emotional disturbances, tachycardia on exertion or
excitement, and minimal or no eye signs, do not lose weight and are
sometimes plump and rounded in form with no loss of subcutaneous
fat. They often give a history of prolonged neurasthenic disturbances,
nervous breakdowns, and emotional instability previous to the onset
of thyroid enlargement and constitute an important group, because
treatment on the usual lines for toxic goitre docs not restore them to
efficiency. Thyroidectomy may be followed by mental depression with-
out alleviation of the emotional and neurasthenie symptoms. It is
probable that the thyroid disturbance is but an incident in a general
disorder of the nervous system.
A similar group presents exophthalmos and other eye signs, no loss
of weight, little or no enlargement of the thyroid gland, and no other
manifestations of thyroid intoxication. In them also it is probable that
the thyroid gland is playing a subsidiary part in the ill health of the
patient and that the primary disturbance has yet to be discovered.
Other
symptoms
Most systems and organs of the body may be disturbed at times and
produce symptoms of varying severity. Slight and irregular rises of
Temperature temperature are common but not clearly related to the severity of the
disease, although in the acute crises and in the critical conditions that
may occur immediately after the operation of thyroidectomy tempera-
tures of 103° F. or higher are usual. A daily elevation of the temperature
to 99° F. or over is not indicative of a complicating infection.
Dyspnoea
Dyspnoea is usual on exertion and may in severe cases be present at
rest. When the thyroid is large and nodular or when it has become hard
as the result of the administration of iodine, a sense of constriction to
respiration may be experienced. With substernal goitres actual displace-
ment and compression of the trachea may be present. With the develop-
ment of congestive heart failure the dyspnoea may be very great.
Cough
Cough is usual in the severe cases and may be due to irritation and
congestion of the tracheal mucous membrane caused by pressure of the
goitre from without.

